We present a simple and efficient tensor network method to accurately locate phase boundaries of twodimensional classical lattice models. The method utilizes only the information-theoretic (von Neumann) entropy of quantities that automatically arise along tensor renormalization group [Phys. Rev. Lett. 12, 120601 (2007)] flows of partition functions. We benchmark the method against theoretically known results for the square-lattice q-state Potts models and Monte Carlo results for the frustrated square lattice J1 − J2 Ising model. We find good agreement in all cases, which includes first-order, weakly first-order, and continuous phase transitions, with much less computational cost than Monte Carlo methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Accurate numerical location of phase boundaries in twodimensional classical lattice models is of wide interest. Monte Carlo methods can be used for this, but tensor network methods may be of utility as an independent check of Monte Carlo results or in cases where Monte Carlo methods become difficult. Tensor network methods for phase boundary location of classical lattice models entail analysis of either thermodynamic 1 or information-theoretic [2] [3] [4] [5] quantities; here we are concerned with information-theoretic (von Neumann) entropy. A few recent works [4] [5] [6] [7] have utilized von Neumann entropy to locate phase boundaries with the corner transfer matrix renormalization group (CTMRG) algorithm 8, 9 . However, we are not aware of any works that have investigated this approach with the Tensor Renormalization Group (TRG) 10 algorithm. In this report we explain the straightforward use of von Neumann entropy for phase boundary location with the TRG algorithm, and we benchmark the method against theoretical results for the locations of first-order, weakly firstorder, and continuous phase transitions. We also benchmark against Monte Carlo results for the phase boundary of a frustrated model. A highlight of our method is its extreme efficiency compared to thermodynamic methods.
The TRG algorithm is an algorithm for successive real space course graining of two-dimensional tensor networks. Partition functions of two-dimensional classical lattice models with local interactions can be represented as two-dimensional tensor networks 10 , and the TRG algorithm can therefore course grain such partition functions so that they become computationally feasible to evaluate in the thermodynamic limit. As part of the original TRG algorithm, a discrete, positive definite spectrum ("singular value spectrum") is automatically generated at each course graining step. The method that we present below only requires computation of the von Neumann entropy of this singular value spectrum at each course graining step; it does not require computation of any thermodynamic quantities. Our method entails multiple TRG flows (which may occur in parallel), each at a different temperature. A simple analysis of the von Neumann entropy along each TRG flow reveals which flow is occurring closest to the phase boundary. We show that this method works well for determining transition temperatures of first-order phase transitions, weakly first-order phase transitions, and continuous phase transitions. The method is accurate even in the case of large course graining errors along the TRG flows (as necessarily happens near criticality 10 ). We note that this TRG-based method is in sharp contrast to the more costly approach of calculating thermodynamic quantities to high accuracy with TRG or higher-order TRG (HOTRG) 11 , as in Ref.
1. We also note that it is far cheaper than Monte Carlo methods.
II. TRG FLOWS OF PARTITION FUNCTIONS NEAR PHASE BOUNDARIES
Partition functions of two-dimensional classical lattices can be represented as contractions of two-dimensional networks of tensors 10 where each tensor corresponds to a few lattice sites. An example given in Ref. 10 for the partition function (Z) of a honeycomb lattice model is
where A ijk is a three-leg tensor corresponding to three microscopic degrees of freedom. The TRG algorithm begins with a few (or even just one) tensors at the UV scale and applies a succession of steps, each of which simultaneously grows and coarse grains the lattice. The growth of the lattice is exponential in the number of TRG steps, which makes calculation of the thermodynamic partition function computationally feasible: after tens of TRG steps, a single tensor represents many degrees of freedom rather than just a few, and tracing over only a few (or sometimes even one) tensor becomes sufficient to approximate the partition function in the thermodynamic limit. For example, in the case of a monopartite square lattice the TRG algorithm may start with a single tensor corresponding to a system size of 2 × 2, and after N TRG steps end with a single tensor that corresponds to a system size of 2 N × 2 N . TRG course graining entails an information compression scheme, based on the singular value decomposition, that in many cases allows the course grained tensors of a partition function to have low compression error (a.k.a. "truncation error") while still keeping the dimension of their indices (a.k.a. "bond dimension") within computationally feasible limits. More precisely, the minimum bond dimension required for maintaining low truncation error grows with each course graining step in the early part of the TRG flow of a partition function, but saturates to a finite value when the course graining approaches the correlation length of the system. Near criticality, however, the correlation length diverges, and TRG breaks down in the sense that the minimum bond dimension required for keeping low truncation error grows without saturating at a computationally feasible value. TRG course graining to the thermodynamic limit with low truncation error therefore becomes computationally prohibitive for partition functions near criticality (i.e. the tensors required become too large). Similarly, the finite but very large correlation lengths that are a hallmark of weakly first-order phase transitions can also make low-loss TRG flows to the thermodynamic limit computationally prohibitive. Crucially, our method of using TRG flows to locate phase boundaries does not require the TRG flows to always maintain low truncation error. Therefore, TRG flows with bond dimension (χ) fixed at computationally modest sizes are sufficient for our method.
III. TRG VON NEUMANN ENTROPY AS GROUND STATE ENTANGLEMENT ENTROPY
The correspondence between 2d classical and (1+1)d quantum systems means that a theoretical understanding of our method can be gained by considering the entanglement properties of ground states of (1+1)d quantum spin chains and their finite-χ tensor network representations. We discuss here the specific case of matrix product states (MPSs) [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] 
is the dimension of spin s j at site j, and χ is again referred to as the "bond dimension". The MPS representation of chains with periodic boundaries or infinite size is very similar.
For a bipartite quantum system AB in a pure state, the subsystems A and B may each still have a mixed (i.e. uncertain) state due to quantum correlations (i.e. entanglement) between A and B. The resulting "entanglement entropy" of subsystem A is defined as S = −tr(ρ A log 2 ρ A ). It is useful to consider the entanglement entropy of a contiguous subblock in both infinite and finite (1+1)d quantum spin chains. In the ground state of the chain, the entanglement entropy of such a contiguous subblock, as well as its MPS representation, exhibits universal properties near and at criticality [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . In the ground state of an infinite chain, the entanglement entropy of the infinite half-chain diverges near criticality as S ∝ log(ξ), where ξ is the correlation length of the system. In an infinite MPS (iMPS) 15, 16 representation, however, the finite bond dimension causes the entanglement entropy to saturate to a finite maximum near the critical point (the distance from the critical point goes to zero as χ → ∞) 24, 25 . The finite χ of iMPSs also leads to a χ-dependent universal scaling behavior of local observables, which enables a "finite entanglement scaling" (FES) 24, 25 analysis analogous to the well-known finite size scaling (FSS) analysis.
A finite-length (L) contiguous subblock of an infinite chain has entanglement entropy constant in L off criticality and logarithmic in L at criticality (for sufficiently large L) 20 . This behavior also occurs for contiguous subblocks of sufficiently large finite chains in the ground state 20 , but with a modification: at criticality the entanglement entropy grows logarithmically over a finite range of L but then saturates and starts to decrease after reaching half the chain length due to the finiteness of the system. Thus, in either case (infinite chain or large, finite chain), there is a range of L for which the entanglement entropy is maximal at the critical point. For finite chains, MPS representations with sufficiently large χ can reproduce this behavior. Further, it was shown for the case of periodic boundary conditions that such finite MPSs exhibit a crossover (as a function of χ and system size) between regimes where either FSS or FES is valid 26 . For the entanglement entropy this means a crossover between S ∝ log(L) and S ∝ log(χ).
The upshot is that in all of the above cases of (1+1)d quantum systems and their finite-entanglement (i.e. finite-χ) tensor network representations, the critical point can be approximately identified with the parameter value that maximizes the entanglement entropy. The same must also be true for first order transitions if the correlation length on both sides of the transition is maximal at the transition (this is intuitively expected to be the usual case). In the present work, we wish to investigate how well this information-theoretic way of locating phase boundaries of (1+1)d quantum systems translates to two-dimensional classical lattice models via the classicalquantum correspondence in TRG.
The classical-quantum correspondence in the case of TRG is such that the tensor at each step in a TRG flow of a classical 2d partition function corresponds to a representation of a (1+1)d quantum ground state imagined to live on the boundary of the classical system 10 . The gap of the corresponding classical and quantum systems is the same, and each tensor leg corresponds to a contiguous subblock of the periodic (1+1)d quantum system whose size grows exponentially in the number of TRG steps. For the example of a square lattice, this can be summarized as
where |Ψ is the boundary ground state wavefunction, A ijkl is the TRG tensor, and |ψ i is a pure state of the contiguous subblock corresponding to tensor leg i. Here it is manifest that the TRG tensor encodes the entanglement between the subblocks of the (1+1)d quantum chain. At each TRG step, a singular value spectrum results from a singular value decomposition of the reshaped tensor, e.g. A (ij)(kl) . Therefore, the von Neumann entropy of the singular value spectrum at a particular TRG step corresponds to the entanglement entropy of a contiguous subblock of the boundary (1+1)d quantum system at that step. This is also the case for HOTRG 27 . Near criticality the finite value of χ results in a crossover in the behavior of the entanglement entropy growth from linear to constant in TRG step (see Fig. (1) for an example); this is qualitatively like the FSS to FES crossover known for periodic MPS 26 and also the scaling crossover near criticality in CTMRG 28 . Further, Ueda et al. 27 quantitatively confirmed the presence of FES in HOTRG flows of the critical partition function of the Ising model in the region after the crossover. We therefore make the following conjecture: FES is generically valid after the von Neumann entropy crossover in TRG flows of critical partition functions. Combining this conjecture with the behavior of entanglement in the FES regime of (1+1)d quantum systems (i.e., that the entanglement entropy is maximal very close to the true critical point) and the classicalquantum correspondence, we arrive at the simple idea behind the method described in the next section: the maximum of the TRG von Neumann entropy after the crossover gives a good approximation for the location of the phase boundary. The benchmarks below validate this idea.
It seems surprising that (HO)TRG could retain any properties of criticality after the lattice is grown through the entropy scaling crossover because the crossover coincides with the onset of large truncation error; a partial explanation is that the saturation value of the entanglement entropy after the crossover necessarily depends on the slope of the entanglement entropy before the crossover (i.e. in the FSS regime), which in turn is determined by the central charge of the critical point. So, different χ yield different saturation values of the entanglement entropy in (HO)TRG flows of critical partition functions, but the value of the difference is determined by the central charge. We also note here the result in Ref. 26 that ground states of critical MPS rings in the FES regime correctly capture local universal properties but have vanishing overlap with the true ground states.
IV. METHOD
In our simulations we always find that the von Neumann entropy of singular values in TRG flows of partition functions reaches a maximum along the flow just before plateauing in the FES regime (see Fig.(1) for an example). Though larger lattice sizes (i.e. more TRG steps) intuitively give better results in the absence of truncation error, it is of no benefit to grow the lattice further in a finite-χ simulation once the FES regime is reached since the correlation length has then reached the limit set by χ. The number of TRG steps N after which the FES regime is entered is model-and χ-dependent, but the generic existence of the entropy peak along TRG flows allows us to accommodate all scenarios in an algorithmically simple way. Therefore, for the sake of both accuracy and simplicity, our method is based around the peak value of the von Neumann entropy along individual TRG flows. Algorithmically, for the TRG flow at a given temperature and χ we simply monitor the von Neumann entropy along the flow and find the step N peak after which the von Neumann entropy decreases for five consecutive steps. We then record the von Neumann The bond dimension chosen here is χ = 20, and the entropy peak along each of these flows is found in less than 1 second on a current desktop computer. For a given χ, the temperature that maximizes the entropy peak (in this case T = 0.90948, solid line) is designated as the transition temperature.
entropy at step N peak as the peak entropy value for that temperature and χ. As illustrated in Fig. (1) , for a given χ the temperature that maximizes this peak entropy is designated as the transition temperature. For first order transitions there is no emergent criticality or FES regime, but we may still use the same method by assuming that the physical correlation length is maximal at the phase boundary. We show with benchmarks below that this method works very well with only modest χ for continuous, weakly first order, and regular first order phase transitions, and that it works for both unfrustrated and frustrated systems.
V. BENCHMARK: POTTS MODELS
Here we benchmark our method with theoretical results for the q-state Potts models on the square lattice 33 ; the Hamiltonian is
where J > 0, δ is the Kronecker delta function, denotes nearest neighbors, and σ = 1, 2, ..., q. For q ≤ 4 the phase transition is theoretically known as continuous, and for q > 4 it is first-order. For q = 5 the phase transition is very weakly first order (i.e. has a finite but very large correlation length); the strength of the first order nature increases with q (i.e. the correlation length becomes smaller).
In Table I we compare the transition temperatures found with our method (to precision 10 J1-J2 sq. lattice Here we benchmark our method with previous Monte Carlo results for the (frustrated) J 1 − J 2 Ising model on the square lattice. The Hamiltonian is
where σ =↑, ↓, denotes nearest neighbors, and denotes next nearest (i.e. diagonal) neighbors. The corresponding partition function can be expressed as a contraction of a tensor network on the dual lattice such that the tensor bonds correspond to link variables instead of spin variables; for details we refer the reader to Ref. 34 .
In Table II we compare the transition temperatures found with our method (to precision 10 −2 ) with the values obtained in the Monte Carlo studies in Ref. 31 and 32 . With only moderate values of χ, the results from our method match closely with the Monte Carlo results. We note that Monte Carlo becomes more difficult for this model near the point J 2 /|J 1 | = 0.5 due to the presence of many coexisting phases there 32 , which may explain the larger deviation between our result and that of Monte Carlo at J 2 /|J 1 | = 0.4.
VII. DISCUSSION
By leveraging the 2d classical to (1+1)d quantum correspondence known for TRG and what is already known about the behavior of the entanglement entropy in MPSs near criticality, we have shown that the von Neumann entropy in computationally efficient TRG flows of partition functions near first-order, weakly first-order, and continuous phase transitions can provide an accurate determination of phase transition temperatures inspite of the presence of large truncation errors.
A different non-thermodynamic method of phase boundary location with (HO)TRG was introduced in Ref. 2 , where the degeneracy of the phase is extracted from the fixed point tensor and the phase boundary is identified with an abrupt change in the degeneracy. In some cases that method may suffer from issues of instability that obscure the location of the phase boundary, as seen in Ref. 3 , which the method presented here does not suffer from. Further, the degeneracy signal used in the other method usually remains constant within a phase, while the von Neumann entropy used in the present method usually increases (roughly) monotonically as the phase boundary is approached and is therefore more efficient for locating the phase boundary.
Due to it's combination of simplicity, efficiency, and accuracy, the method reported here has the potential to become a standard tool for locating phase boundaries of 2d classical lattice models. An open question is whether or not this method may be extended to also characterize the phase boundaries as either first-order or continuous.
